* 6 Days 5 Nights Mt Sorak + Lotte World Tour *
(Needlefish Package)
Day 1:

Arrival to Seoul

(Lunch, Dinner)

Beauty of Seoul
Annyeong Haseyo! Upon arrival at the airport, you will be welcomed by our
tour guide and brought on the tour. Your first stop will be at the majestic
Gyeongbokgung Palace. Immerse yourself in the largest and arguably most
beautiful of the five grand palaces built by the Joseon Dynasty in 1395! Then,
get ready your cameras as we drive past the Presidential Blue House, known
as Cheongwadae in Korean, the presidential residence and heart of the nation of Korea. Next up is the
National Folk Museum within the Gyeongbokgung Palace compounds. You will be able to
learn more about Korea’s traditional lifestyle and cultural beliefs as you tour the historical
museum with 4,000 historical artifacts. Thereafter, proceed to N Seoul Tower
Observatory, a major tourist attraction sitting atop Namsan Mountain where you will
enjoy a stunning panoramic view of Seoul and its surrounding areas. Lastly, visit the
Namsangol Hanok Village, a restored traditional Korean village in the city’s central
district, where you travel back in time to the Joseon Dynasty period. After dinner, check
in to hotel in Seoul for the night.

Day 2:

Seoul – Nami Island – Petite France – Gangwon

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Korean Drama Tour
After breakfast, visit the Nami Island, where many scenes in the famous Korean drama “Winter Sonata”
were filmed. This popular island is well-known for its beautiful tree-lined roads. Recreate the romantic
Winter Sonata scenes as the main leads Jun-sang and Yu-jin in this hugely
popular TV drama while you visit the actual beautiful filming spots on the island!
Next, proceed to Petite France, a French cultural village set in the Korean
countryside, fast gaining its popularity after being
featured in favourite Korean dramas such as “Secret
Garden” and “My Love from the Star”. Thereafter,
transfer to Gangwon to visit the Teddy Bear Farm. Take photos with the cute
teddy bears that offer a glimpse into the unique lifestyle of Sokcho. After dinner,
check in to hotel in Gangwon for the night.

Day 3:

Gangwon – Seoul

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Cultural and Natural Wonders Tour
Rise and shine for breakfast before embarking on a tour to head to Mount
Sorak National Park, a Biosphere Preservation District designated by UNESCO
in 1982. Take the cable car which will bring you near the top of the mountain
and visit the castle ruins site Gwongeumseong Fortress and Sinheungsa
temple to enjoy the beautiful autumn colours.
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Thereafter, transfer back to Seoul to visit 2 attractions in the 63 City: Sea World and Wax
Museum. You can take photos with wax figures of historical personages, and check out the
variety of marine creatures and shows at the Sea World. Thereafter, take a stroll along the
lovely Chenggyecheon Stream to get to Gwangwhamun Square. After dinner, check in to
hotel in Seoul for 3-night stay.

Day 4:

Seoul

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Theme Park Tour
After breakfast, visit the Ginseng Showroom, where you get to know more about the numerous health
benefits of Korea’s Number 1 health supplement. Next, enjoy free make-up lessons
and purchase beauty products at attractive prices at the Cosmetic Shop. After lunch,
proceed to the Lotte World Theme Park, which consists of the world’s largest indoor
theme park and an outdoor amusement park. Have fun trying out the thrilling
amusement rides, skating on the ice rink as well as viewing the parades and beautiful
scenery. After that, you may opt to enjoy Korea’s world famous theatre experience –
Nanta performance at your own expense (USD 45). Return to hotel to rest for the
night after dinner.

Day 5:

Seoul

(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

City Highlights
After breakfast, enjoy bargain shopping at the Amethyst Factory and Oriental Herb Shop (Hoganbao).
Next, join in a fun session of Kimchi-making and have your photos taken in traditional Korean outfit,
Hanbok costume. Thereafter, be ready for an interesting illusionary 3D photo-taking experience at the
Trick Eye Museum with fascinating 2D paintings created using 'trompe l'oeil' techniques. Next, visit the
world’s first indoor ice sculpture gallery – Ice Museum
and marvel at the fun array of ice sculptures with
seasonal themes. Finally, it is time to shop till you drop
in the heart of Seoul, at the popular Myeongdong
Shopping Street before you retreat back to the hotel for
a good night’s rest.

Day 6:

Departure from Seoul

(Breakfast)

Free and Easy
Free and easy till departure transfer to airport for homebound flight.
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